The RSM
Employer’s HR
Healthcheck

Great people management starts here
Successful organisations put their employees at the heart of their business plans. But in a fast-changing marketplace,
focus often gets distracted from the fundamental elements of people management.
Great businesses continue to focus on people matters even when there are conflicting demands and always understand
the risk to their business of not complying with the law, as far as people management is concerned.
Common people management risks that employers face
include:
• old employment contracts not fit for purpose;
• one size fits all policies;
• inconsistent practices that don’t effectively allow for growth; stale
recruitment and retention processes;
• concerns over employment legislation compliance; and
• lack of strategic planning for the future requirements of their
workforce.

What is the RSM Employer’s HR Healthcheck?
In order to combat this, RSM have created The RSM Employer’s
HR Healthcheck service which initially highlights where people
related opportunity and risk may lie for your organisation. This tool
can be used to then point you in the direction of a more
comprehensive review of your HR documentation and processes, to
make sure your organisation is following HR best practice. The
initial Healthcheck includes:
• a snapshot of your current HR practices via a conversation with
one of our HR Consultants; and
• an initial risk register highlighting areas for further review and
comprehensive HR auditing

The HR Healthcheck can pinpoint areas of concern and highlight where organisational time and focus should be
spent which could then lead to the following business benefits:
1. Objective insight – The Healthcheck can lead to an external check on your current HR policies, processes and
employee documentation. This can be useful in refreshing what you currently have or act as a catalyst to make sure
you have what you need, aligned to your strategic objectives.
2. Managing your people risk – Getting HR onboard to support your business will ensure that you are doing the right
things from a people compliance perspective and identify any gaps you may have. Our HR consultant team are on
hand to support you with any remediating strategies that need to be formulated and implemented.
3. Designed with you in mind – Our team’s approach flexes with your business needs and our feedback can be as high
level or in depth as you need. Our HR experts will leverage their sector expertise to ensure that our advice is relevant
to your business area.
4. Kick starts your HR agenda – The Healthcheck can act as a first step for a broader engagement and talent retention
strategy for your business. Whether you are a start up with little in-house HR resource or a more mature business with
some HR expertise, our Healthcheck can help you understand where to focus your HR energy next.
5. Employee engagement – Whether you are taking steps to ensure compliance or looking to improve and embed your
HR provision, undertaking a HR Healthcheck will reassure your employees that you are serious about best practice
people management.
The HR Healthcheck’s risk register approach with its low to high risk dials easily helps you to prioritise your HR focuses
and management, regardless of company size ensuring better people management practices for your business. We
always focus on what our clients want to achieve and how we can reduce the burden and time commitment placed on
them by essential people processes. Connecting seamlessly with our wider employer services (such as HR consultancy
services, payroll, employment legal or employment tax advice), you will be fully supported by the right expert for your
business and people needs.
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